
Iliad Bookshop's March 2024 Newsletter (#86) 

Hi All!
 
February turned into a celebration of our longtime customer Paul Giamatti!
First, a photo shoot he did at the Iliad (with the esteemed photographer James
Nachtwey) appeared in The New York Times Magazine, and ended up
featuring Zeus and Apollo as well (see below).
 
And Iliad's own Lisa was a guest on Paul's podcast Chinwag, talking about
seances, ghosts, zombies...and even the Iliad! Oh, and yeah...Paul was also
nominated for a little thing called an Academy Award (as Lead Actor in The
Holdovers). The entire Iliad crew is rooting for him to win!
 
We hope you're staying dry, warm, and healthy during this cold and wet winter.
 
Dan, Lisa, Poul, Matt, Sean, and John (and Zeus and Apollo)

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2024/02/13/magazine/oscars-actors-free-time.html
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2024/02/13/magazine/oscars-actors-free-time.html
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/spiritualism-seance-ouija-and-ectoplasm/id1670711233?i=1000645297614
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/bonus-wag-zombies-on-film/id1670711233?i=1000645565874


SOME OF OUR FAVORITE BOOKS

Rhyme? and
Reason?

The Writings of Anna
Freud (7 volume set)

Magic for Magicians

By Nightingale the
Mystifier. Signed and

https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/carroll-lewis-frost-arthur-b-illustrations-holiday-henry-illustrations-rhyme-and-reason/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/carroll-lewis-frost-arthur-b-illustrations-holiday-henry-illustrations-rhyme-and-reason/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/freud-anna-the-writings-of-anna-freud-7-volume-set/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/freud-anna-the-writings-of-anna-freud-7-volume-set/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/nightingale-the-mystifier-magic-for-magicians/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/nightingale-the-mystifier-magic-for-magicians/


by Lewis Carroll,
Hardback (from 1883).
$100

Buy Now

by Anna Freud. Seven
hardbacks in jacket.
$105

Buy Now

limited hardback. $75

Buy Now

Sex Variants: A
Study of
Homosexual
Patterns
by George W. Henry.
Hardback in jacket
(from 1948). $150

Buy Now

Trees of Santa
Monica
By George T. Hastings.
Signed paperback from
1944. $75

Buy Now

The Man Who Gave
the Beatles Away
by Allan Williams and
William Marshall. First
edition hardback. $100

Buy Now

https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/carroll-lewis-frost-arthur-b-illustrations-holiday-henry-illustrations-rhyme-and-reason/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/freud-anna-the-writings-of-anna-freud-7-volume-set/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/nightingale-the-mystifier-magic-for-magicians/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/henry-george-w-sex-variants-a-study-of-homosexual-patterns/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/henry-george-w-sex-variants-a-study-of-homosexual-patterns/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/henry-george-w-sex-variants-a-study-of-homosexual-patterns/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/hastings-george-t-trees-of-santa-monica/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/hastings-george-t-trees-of-santa-monica/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/hastings-george-t-trees-of-santa-monica/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/williams-allan-marshall-william-the-man-who-gave-the-beatles-away/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/williams-allan-marshall-william-the-man-who-gave-the-beatles-away/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/williams-allan-marshall-william-the-man-who-gave-the-beatles-away/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/bester-alfred-the-stars-my-destination-2/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/bester-alfred-the-stars-my-destination-2/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/dillon-jack-the-spotted-horse/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/dillon-jack-the-spotted-horse/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/koontz-dean-nichols-leigh-the-house-of-thunder/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/koontz-dean-nichols-leigh-the-house-of-thunder/


The Stars My
Destination
by Alfred Bester. 1975
mass market
paperback edition. $10

Buy Now

The Spotted Horse
by Jack Dillon. First
edition mass market
paperback. $10

Buy Now

The House of
Thunder
by Dean Koontz (writing
as "Leigh Nichols").
Signed mass market
paperback first edition.
$10

Buy Now

EBAY

Our eBay Store
Over at ebay, we've recently added some Clive Barker books signed with
original drawings, some very scarce music books, and even a one-of-a-kind
Mickey Mouse item, so check out the Iliad eBay store!

Visit Iliad's eBay store

https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/bester-alfred-the-stars-my-destination-2/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/dillon-jack-the-spotted-horse/
https://www.iliadbooks.com/product/koontz-dean-nichols-leigh-the-house-of-thunder/
https://www.ebay.com/usr/iliadbooks
https://www.ebay.com/usr/iliadbooks
https://www.ebay.com/usr/iliadbooks


ZEUS AND APOLLO

Thanks to customer Sofia for this adorable shot of her friend Kira with Zeus!

We'd love to include your photos in our newsletter! Feel free to send to
info@iliadbooks.com , let us know that it's okay to use the photo, and we'll
include it in a future newsletter.
 

mailto:info@iliadbooks.com?subject=Cat%20pix!


If you need more photos/videos of Zeus and Apollo, or any of Iliad's past felines,
please visit our Pet Gallery. 
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